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Meeting 54th Board Meeting 

Location Vital Morson, The Mill, S Hall St, Salford, M5 4TP 

Date 28th September 2019 

Start 10:00 for 10:30 Finish 15:30 

Attendees 
Jem Lawson (JPL), Mark Cooper (MC), Tony Melling (TM),  
Ian Wiggett (IW), Craig Anthony (CA) 
On the phone: Liz Riley (LR), Shaherah Jordan (SJ) 

Apologies Vasile Jornea (VJ), Jenny Linney (JL), Charlie Bowling (CB) 

Others Referenced 
Barry Pollin (BP), Andreas Michaelas (AM), Theo Finitsi (TF), Trevor 
Hoskins (TH), Marc Scott (MS), Colin Nicholson (CN), Eddy Kavanagh 
(EK), Jit Rakhra (JR) 
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Standing item – Introductions 
a. Apologies for Absence  

As above 
b. Conflicts of Interest Declarations 

None 

2 Standing items – Introductions continued  
Chairs opening comments: 

• Welcomed CA to first board meeting.   

• Expressed the Board’s thanks to Jit and Eddy + associated coaches who 
managed our GBR team to be successful over the past few months. More 
specifically Chair commented: ‘GBR singlet is now respected if quite not 
feared yet’ 

a. Actions from Last Meeting 

• 56. Branding – Registration of logo still in progress. The board noted some 
concern regarding the commercial relationship with kit supplier Anthrax.  
Action: CA to review relationship with Anthrax  

• BWA Recruitment Policy is in progress 

• 59.Website - Still outstanding pending creation of content group, significant 
work needed to bring it up to standard 

• 60. Athlete Representative - Athletes have been identified to be invited in 
future meetings 

• 61.Risk Register - on the Agenda, the board noted a need to review this in 
more detail. Strategic leads need to have a deeper look as it links with the risk 
register 
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• 62.  Safeguarding on the agenda. 13th Oct Lead Safeguarding Officer Mark 
Scott will visit us talk about safeguarding plan and associated actions.  

• 63. Building: Academy upgrade, the building continues to need renovation. 
Creation of a list of tasks required which can the be prioritised is needed. The 
intention is then to start with the necessities with a view to bringing the 
building up to standard. Brief discussion regarding the value of the building as 
an asset or liability. The board agreed that as the Academy is now generating 
income and acting as a base for the performance pathway the building 
remains our greatest asset. 
Action: BP to ensure that list of tasks is created as soon as possible 

• 5, 27,31. We need to have a code for dealing with discipline issues, the board 
were informed of recent poor behaviour both on and off the mat.  
Action: CA to meet with IW and RP to discuss disciplinary regulations to 
bring into force.  

• Wider discussion on the value of the current action plan and transition to new 
CEO.  
Action: JPL and CA to review the action points  

b. Decisions by Email Since Last Meeting 

• Unanimous ratification of appointments of New Chief Executive and INED 
(Finance Portfolio) 

3 Handover of Chief Executive 
a. Welcome to Craig Anthony and his thoughts on joining 

• CA presented his immediate thoughts after a month into the role.  

• IT security, intellectual property security and file safety. The purchase of 
Office365, after trial period, enables us to utilise Microsoft security with BWA 
holding the contract. Office365 enables the sharing of files and the ability to 
collaborate online whilst maintaining security and peace of mind that 
everything is uploaded. Still in the process of training and ensuring that 
everyone will follow the policies and the procedures. This will enable a single 
source of truth without many versions of the same thing. The uploading 
process has begun from the individual computers to the Office365. 
Action: All to work to ensure smooth transfer from Google Drive to Office365  

• Finance: we had an audit the first week of September, good learning 
experience but still lots to learn as significant information on individual laptops. 
With new Office Manager and CEO on site there is a need for the finance 
manual to receive a significant update. 
Action: CA to work with TF, BP and GreaterSport to update the Finance 
Manual 

• The current Finance Manual states that we have to change our auditors every 5 
years. CA recommends that we test the market but enable Slade & Cooper to 
retender as process has been successful over the past 5 years of bringing 
accounts up to standard. The Board agreed to allow Slade & Cooper to 
retender.  
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Action: Audit Committee to update Audit tender process  

• Insurance premiums expired 23rd September; new insurance taken out with 
brokers Sports Insure has saved us money but lost player to player insurance.  
Includes a public portal where members will be able to access insurance 
information and a range of discounts.  

• Policies: Many are in need of a review. Expect to be reading and approving in 
the next Board meeting as they need to be ready up to the end of November as 
UK Sport Due Diligence deadline is the end of November. 
Action CA to draft update policies for the next Board meeting. 

• Strategic Plan: CA is comfortable with the top level of the strategic plan, the 
vision, mission and objectives. Sees no need for a significant change of 
direction. There is a need to develop the Strategies and Tactics that will enable 
us to deliver those objectives. Currently solely working to funders targets, we 
need to consider what are we looking to achieve as BWA and not just be 
funding focused. 

• Performance system: The system is immature and disconnected there is a lack 
of trust between the key players; however, it is solvable.  

• UK Sport Paris Funding Round’s first deadline is the end of November. Both 
Sport England and UK sport will utilise the same bidding process for Olympic 
sports funding consequently whatever we submit for UK Sport needs to reflect 
our plans for the talent pathway with Sport England.  

• Development: Generally underfunded and under-supported.  Sport England 
targets are achievable if we have a clear focus on clubs, affiliations and develop 
our membership offer. CA met recently with AM to ensure he is focused on 
those targets. CA recommended that membership deals should not be offered 
in order to meet Sport England targets as it devalues British Wrestling’s 
membership proposition. Board agreed and supported this recommendation. 

• Academy, the building is in need of renovation and some space is not being 
maximised. There is currently a lack of respect for the facilities by some users 
that needs to be addressed. As mentioned above, quotations will be sought. 

b. Departure of Colin Nicholson 

• Chair statement: ‘Everyone with links and connections to the BWA owes CN 
deep gratitude, great thanks. He made a tremendous contribution over ten and 
a half years as Chief Executive. His attention to detail accompanied by his 
organisation skills lifted the BWA and kept it within the vision of our key 
stakeholders’. 

• JPL expressed his personal thanks to Colin for his professionalism and support 
as the Chair came to the role. ‘CN worked indefatigably, and he treated 
everyone with respect. Despite his illness he didn’t stop working apart from 
some exceptions where he had high fever and he has always been incredibly 
helpful. Based on his contract, he was entitled to 6 weeks sickness on full pay. 
There is the opportunity for us to show our appreciation in a ‘settlement 
agreement’ the Chair was advised by specialised HR consultants of VM and 
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Jenny, our new Independent Non-Executive Director (Finance) in drawing up 
the agreement. 

• The settlement agreement is very comprehensive and not only shows our 
appreciation but protects the Association as well. JL was asked to go back to his 
advisor and make sure that no additional charges will apply. A resignation 
letter has been provided to the Board - 31st August was CN’s last working day. 
The Board agreed to the proposal.  
Action: JPL to confirm no additional charges will apply and enact the 
settlement agreement as tabled. 

c. Required Board decisions on change of signatories (Santander and RBS Bank 
Accounts) 

• Paper tabled for Board to agree transition of RBS bank account and credit card 
access to CA and TF. New roles and processes to be reflected in the finance 
manual. 

• Following discussion, the board agreed to close the Santander bank account, 
that is currently not used. That requires two directors’ signatories to sign.  
Action: CA to close the account 

• Overseas payments and foreign exchange cost us a fortune.  
Action: CA to look into opportunities to reduce overseas payment costs 

4 Standing items: Risk Register  
• CA mentioned we must spend significant time to make full assessment of risks 

to the organisation. We will be supported in this through our preparation for 
the due diligence and reporting 
Action: CA to work with Strategic Leads to assess risk register 

5 Standing items: Safeguarding  
a. Updated 2019 BWA Safeguarding Implementation Plan 
b. Safeguarding Board Update 

• Safeguarding plan updated following meeting with CPSU, identifies a number 
of actions needed to maintain current rating.  

• MS meeting with BP and AM in coming weeks to implement actions but 
comfortable with the BWA position 

• No current safeguarding issues outstanding 

6 Standing Item: Financial Items 
a. Mgt Reports 1st Qtr, Apr-Jun, 2019-20 against budget 

i. BWA Business  
ii. Sport England (Core Market) Programmes  

b. Templated Executive Summary including Update on Sport England decisions on 
2017-18 and 2018-19 overspend/underspend 

• Discussion regarding the financial information provided to the board, 90% of 
current income is from funders yet that isn’t currently reflected in the 
executive summary information. Need to provide the Board with information 
that highlights areas of concern and areas for investment. Level of detail is 
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causing limited understanding of the organisation’s financials. Need for an 
executive summary that shows the Board what is happening backed up by 
financial detail. 
Action: CA to work with JL to develop a new format for reporting financial 
information to the Board.  

• Overall no significant concern on current finances but need for further 
understanding and clarity. 

• There is a need to develop budget plans earlier and hold budget leaders to 
greater account for budget expenditure. Challenge of overspend on NTS, could 
be supported by Backing The Best from SportsAid. CA spoke to Alice the fund 
manager and agreed that BWA will manage the grants for funded athletes from 
1st September. BP and JS will inform the parents of the new procedure. Theo 
will be the financial link and support of that task. 

7 Standing Item: Membership 
a. Membership numbers 

• Discussion on key objectives of safety, medals and membership. Need to 
focus on targets, some challenges getting clubs affiliated but as mentioned 
above a clear focus on this.  

• August 1883 members, on target to reach Sport England target by December 
with a view to maintaining level and sustainable growth.  

• CA working with AM and TH to look at developing a stronger membership 
offer. Including sourcing membership benefits which can be accessed through 
Go Membership.  

• AM and TH also looking at how to better communicate with those members 
approaching their renewal date and same approach for club reaffiliation 
process. 

8 Standing Item: Committees/Athlete Representative 
a. Input from Athlete Representative  

• None this time 
b. NTS/Talent Pathway (Link)+ GBR Squad  

• Board thanked JR for the NTS report and noted the recent successes, nice 
to see Lucy and Harvey photographed, GBR Squad team did well,  

• The board thanked EK for the GBR report and noted recent successes of 
Georgina and George who both won medals at the Spanish Grand Prix.  

• Board congratulated Nikolaj on his 5th place at the recent World 
Championship 

• BWA and Thai delegation, three years of successful collaboration 

• The board noted the new collaboration with British Judo and thanked 
officers and British Judo for bringing this collaboration together.  

c. Sport Committee  

• IW provided a verbal report stating that the Sport Committee hasn’t met as a 
group for some time now. Communicate through emails or at competitions. 
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Issues from the previous years have been solved and Committee has 
developed and improved itself. There are some outstanding actions mainly 
around competition regulations with regards to safeguarding, discipline and 
presentations. The calendar did not work well this year and needs managing 
better. Lead Technical Officer Richard Phillips now in post. 
Action: IW to arrange Sports Committee meeting 

d. Club Affiliation Progress 

• Some easy wins that AM can focus on to ensure they are affiliated by 
December as well as need to ensure data is as up to date as possible. 

• Discussion on a range of clubs and some residual challenges with Go 
Membership system, need to offer more training and support for the system 
both to staff and club officials. 

• May need to look at wider club affiliation requirements in the future but need 
to build on existing list of clubs. 

• Membership figures are on track but need to support renewals and continue 
to encourage take up 

• Discussion regarding awards need to drive membership but we need to 
support this process by developing the award system including looking at 
future levels and possibly splitting existing levels into sections. A good 
example of many people doing the right things not necessarily with the right 
way. 

• Competitions, no major competitions taking place maybe because 
competitions are happening from club to club or side to side. 

e. Academy Update 

• Manchester Wrestling Club, they have now started pay but haven’t paid in full 
BP looking into the details. Need for contract with all users. 

• Discussion regarding the report from Oaks consultancy, there is a need to 
address the recommendations from the report  
Action: BP to ensure Oaks report actions are reported on at future board 
meetings 

• CA asked if the Board is satisfied with the reports that are provided up to now. 
Discussion regarding the reports being useful pre-reading that provides good 
background information and important to keep people accountable. CA 
intends to develop shorter reporting mechanism for meeting that reflects key 
points from report.  

 
f. Home Nations Brief, verbal reports from HN Directors of Scotland, England, 

Wales, Northern Ireland 
England 

• TM commented that England committee has not met for a while and regions 
have varying level of functionality. North strong, midlands improving and 
south limited. Birmingham Commonwealth Games proving a motivating factor 
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for developing strength of the Midlands region especially in the West 
Midlands.  

• Discussion regarding what the role of the regions is and why a club would 
want to be involved. Also noting the requirements placed on regions by other 
governing bodies.  
Action: AM to continue to develop the role of regions in consultation with 
existing regions 

 
Wales 

• Kane Charig has retired as an athlete and is moving on to become the national 
coach. Alan Jones takes up a new director of performance role.  

• Challenge to work with only affiliated clubs. Need to have a greater push for 
clubs and members – should have at least 4 registered clubs but currently 
only 2. 

 
Scotland  

• No report, JPL is attending the Scottish Open on 19th October, good to see 
national championships coming back.  

 
Northern Ireland 

• Further push for a new body to be recognised in Northern Ireland both by the 
BWA and by SportNI 

• Grappling festival being organised by Thomas Lamont on 13th October, CA is 
going to be present with a view to coordinating a meeting for wrestling in 
Northern Ireland. 

8 Any items that needs notifying to Companies House 
• Appt. of Craig Anthony and Jenny Linney is done 
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9 Any Other Business 
• CA informed the Board for the costings regarding Office365 and requested 

confirmation of board requirement for British Wrestling email addresses. 
Some cost but not significant with basic package. All staff, honorarium 
volunteers and board members to have Office365 British Wrestling account.  

• MC requested more focus on the practical and tangible actions of the 
Association, agreement from the Board for the agenda to ensure key actions 
are covered by the agenda including Funding, Academy, Website, Training, 
Branding Guidelines  

• MC reiterated that the Office Manager is here to enable CEO and Operations 
Manager to focus on delivering impact on key objectives. 

• Discussion regarding the need to communicate better to the wider 
membership and reassure/confirm intentions to increase our organisational 
capacity, improve our facilities and spend money directly to our athletes. 
People need to know we have plan. 

10 Date of Next Meeting 
a. 4pm Friday 1st November in Peterborough, venue to be confirmed. JPL invites 

all directors to a meal following the meeting with a view to staying for the 
British Junior Championships the next day followed by the AGM.  

 


